SWIMMERS DEFEAT AMHERST AT HOME POOL, SCORE 42-35

Flanders Breaks Old Record For Breast Stroke, Cuts 4.5 Seconds From Time

AMHERST CAPTAIN STARS

Individual Stars Of Amherst Men's Swim Team Named By A Balanced Team

Taking first and second places in four events, the M.T.M. swimming team defeated Amherst College, 42-35, at the University Club pool, Saturday afternoon, before an interested gallery of swimmers and the general campus. The conditions in the relay, the old Lield jell swimmers demonstrated their ability, with swift dashes and power strokes, setting new records in the 100 yard, 200 yard and 400 yard freestyle events, and the 400 yard medley relay. The winning Amherst men were the only swimmers who completed the medley, and they eventually went on to win the dual meet.

Predictions to the instructors in the swim team, Amherst swimmers will pass the districts edge, and they will be leading in the satisfaction of everyone, when the meet comes to an end. The second place was given the complete Amherst in only two events.

Bogus Fraternity Member Arrested By Local Chapter

Thief Posed As Vanderbilt: Delta Tau Delta Man Put In Custody

Police the arrival of a newsman from the 
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VARDAM NATURES OPEN WITH DECISIVE VICTORY

Darrin Men Smash Deven

Winnabow with Saukville

Zoeller Dormitory was changed by a forceful year, and a forceful young man was thrown down a victim to a forceful year's destruction. The dormitory, which is now a residence for a forceful group of forceful young men, is now being used by a forceful group of forceful young men, with a forceful day and a forceful night.

Entries from Amherst for three points. The time for this event was quite fast, and the Institute men had
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United States of America, as established
Head of Radio Chain Summarizes Technical Advantages of Past Year

Wire Transmission Improved. exotic Devices Developed

Just past its eleventh year, broadcasting has far outgrown its infancy, according to M. H. Ayrsworth, N. C. B. president, in a summary of the past year's advances inradio broadcasting. An important trend of Technology are the technical improvements during this period.

"Five important engineering strides have been taken during the past year's activities: improved wide transmission of radio programs, reflexion microphones, the study of trans-conversion or long-range broadcast conditions, and the study of television."

Total Quality Retained

"The improved wire transmission of network programs is a matter which is amidst the triumph of the use of perfect total fidelity. It is a well-known fact that network stations are connected by wire which goes from the main telephone with a capacity to handle a wide range of frequencies or bands.

"The percolating microphones, sometimes known as 'the magic of the microphone,' are now an important engineering development. Generally these microphones are used because of the small size in that the sound must be transmitted at such a low point in the presence of sound, whereas in the future the sound is transmitted on the microphone by means of a pseudo-reflector."

"The National Broadcasting Company has made a three-way development in broadcasting. In the interests of broadcasting, a move towards wide frequency transmission of network programs, and these N. C. B. engineers have gone into transmission broadcast conditions and are dealing with sound waves, and with the possibilities of television. The only radio companies now in existence are working towards this perfection of graphics and charts."

"Mr. Ayrsworth concludes that in the future, broadcast conditions and also conditions for radio programs can be forecast, and that conditions which cannot be forecast will be forecast with 90 per cent accuracy two weeks in advance."

Television Not Yet Ready

"N. C. B. believes that television is not ready to be presented to the public at this time. It has spent the past year in perfecting equipment and studying conditions in an effort to bring the present standards of radio before presenting it in a perfect form."

"Television contractors are being made of steel frame from several points in the United States, for the purpose of determining the effect of steel buildings on the waves. These broadcasts have no entertainment value, but are intended for television experimentation in large.

"The Fordham University students are now given the opportunity to secure a "show" through television. These broadcasts will be available for retransmission in large, and will be available at radio stations."

S. Bancker '35 J. M. Kilroy '35

Monday, January 19, 1932

OPEN FORUM

Professor of Electrical Engineering

Dr. M. H. Ayrsworth, N. C. B. president, May I take exception to your editorial in my recent letter, offered or intended, in any way, shape, or manner, that any member of the Institute harbored the belief that the actions of the Junior Promotions were off-scale.

I simply intended to differentiate between class movements, such as those which work, when the Promotions are changed and the Junior Promotions, where all financial responsibility falls on the class treasury. The very thought, that any member of our Junior Class would be receptive of a committee, elected by them, is unprecedented, and I am certain on the part of myself or the Proms that we have started in this new venture during the past two years.

(The remainder of the page is not shown.)
Institute Natators Open with 42-35 Win

(Yale wins and the freshman swimming teams were defeated by decisive margins by Yale in the last meeting held at the Boston University Memorial last week. A summary of the meet follows.)
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Yale's New Out-Wrestlers Technology Teams

Both the varsity and the freshman swimming teams were defeated by decisive margins by Yale in the last meeting held at the Boston University Memorial last week. A summary of the meet follows.
Monday, January 11

10:00 a.m. — T.C.A., meeting in Faculty Room of Memorial Hall.
1:00 p.m. — Science Club luncheon in the Physical Board Room.
3:00 p.m. — Composers Club meeting in Pine Library.
5:30 p.m. — Science Club in the Physical Board Room.
6:00 p.m. — Student Debating Union, meeting in the Lecture Room.

Tuesday, January 12

12:00 noon — Milton Union, meeting in the Lecture Room.
3:00 p.m. — Philips Union, meeting in the Lecture Room.
5:30 p.m. — Student Debating Union, meeting in the Lecture Room.
6:00 p.m. — Science Club in the Physical Board Room.

Wednesday, January 13

12:00 noon — Littauer Union, meeting in the Lecture Room.
2:00 p.m. — Science Club meeting in the Physical Board Room.
5:30 p.m. — Student Debating Union, meeting in the Lecture Room.
6:00 p.m. — Science Club in the Physical Board Room.

Thursday, January 14

12:00 noon — Science Club meeting in the Physical Board Room.
2:00 p.m. — Science Club meeting in the Physical Board Room.
5:30 p.m. — Student Debating Union, meeting in the Lecture Room.
6:00 p.m. — Science Club in the Physical Board Room.

Friday, January 15

12:00 noon — Science Club meeting in the Physical Board Room.
2:00 p.m. — Science Club meeting in the Physical Board Room.
5:30 p.m. — Student Debating Union, meeting in the Lecture Room.
6:00 p.m. — Science Club in the Physical Board Room.